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Chapter 2341 Heart-Drilling Demon Of The Obscure Demonic World! 

Evil spirit Hall. 

"Lord Overlord, ye chen has disappeared. He's headed to an extremely mysterious place!" 

"What place?" 

"We've only obtained a limited amount of information, but it's related to the ancient battlefield outside 

of his six realms. It's also related to an extremely mysterious ancient race, the Suan ni Void Spirit race!" 

"Void Spirit tribe?" 

The darkspirit ruler frowned. He seemed to have heard of this name before. It had come from the 

underworld God Hall, but he didn't expect to see it again. 

He thought about it carefully. The god of the underworld had also entered the netherworld and 

disappeared without a trace. Could it be related to the void Spirit tribe? However, he did not want to 

cause any trouble. After all, it was the best result that ye chen did not come to find trouble with him. 

Now that he had reopened the altar, as long as ye chen did not interfere, it would not be difficult for the 

entire darkspirit realm to descend. 

"Be cautious of the netherworld. Ignore everything else!" 

"Yes!" 

After watching the evil general leave, the darkspirit ruler turned around and walked toward the 

darkspirit altar. 

…… 

In the void Spirit realm, ye chen and the other two continued to search for su Yuhan's whereabouts but 

did not find her. 

"What happened? where did Yuhan go? Holy maiden, you should know where the hollow spirit is 

guiding us, right?" 

After all, the Holy maiden was an absolute Saint of the void Spirit realm. She must know where the core 

of the void Spirit realm was, which was also the core of the entire chaotic universe. Ye chen was very 

clear about this. He wanted the Holy maiden to take him to the core of the void Spirit realm to have a 

look. Now was not the time to struggle with the rules. He only wanted to find su Yuhan. 

The Holy Girl was still hesitating but the results of her search seemed to tell her that ye chen was right. 

In the outer world, the probability of finding and beating su Yuhan was almost zero. 

"It seems like Yuhan's talent is above our expectations. She might still be able to Enter the Void Spirit 

Holy Land!" 

She finally opened her mouth and looked at the god of the underworld. 
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The god of the underworld nodded slightly. This was also his judgment. It was not the best choice to 

continue searching aimlessly here. It was likely to be a waste of time. 

"The void Spirit Holy Land is the core of the ancient battlefield. Kid, you have to be careful!" The god of 

the underworld led the saintess in this direction. 

Ye chen sneered."You should be the one worried. You're an old bag of bones. Don't be too indulgent!" 

"Hahahaha!" 

The underworld God laughed as he walked in that direction. This was the first time he had heard the 

merman call him that. According to his current state, he was in his Prime! 

In the direction they were heading, the energy density had increased significantly. Ye chen could clearly 

sense this. He could even sense many powers he had experienced before, but they did not belong to the 

chaotic universe. This showed that the ancient battlefield, the void Spirit land, was indeed the 

intersection of the universe. 

Ye chen could sense the energy of the wild universe, the primordial universe, and even the Buddhist 

realm. 

"Buddha realm, I didn't expect that even they would want to fight for Tian Ji Gu?" Ye chen pondered in 

his heart. Suddenly, there was a fog in front of him. He had lost the aura of the underworld God and the 

other God. 

"The god of the underworld, the Holy maiden!" 

Ye chen called out their names but there was no response. The chaotic force in the surrounding space 

continued to gather. Ye chen felt that his body was isolated. This was a secret formation. When they 

were not paying attention, it had already invaded the surrounding space. 

"Such an exquisite formation, it's an expert!" 

"Hehehe ... Of course I'm an expert. It's just that it's too lonely to die in this chaotic battlefield. Why 

don't you accompany me?" 

Suddenly, a voice came from the chaos. The voice was strange and dangerous. It was mixed with waves 

of demonic energy. This demonic energy was different from the demonic realm or the devil martial 

realm. It was the demonic energy of a different universe. 

"I'm having a hard time in my dreams, why don't you accompany me?" 

The corners of ye Chen's mouth lifted slightly. Not only was he not afraid of the mysterious demon, but 

he also felt a sense of joy. 

"Hehehe, I didn't expect that someone would invite me from hell to play with me. Very good, very good! 

Hahaha!" 

Suddenly, the demon's laughter became wild and domineering. Then, the surrounding space rapidly 

evolved, and streams of mystic energy penetrated deep into the ground, turning into Python-like energy 

bodies that galloped rapidly. 



"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

These Python energy forms quickly arrived at ye Chen's feet. These movements were carried out in 

secret. Even a golden immortal could not sense this change. However, due to the information 

imbalance, he had underestimated ye chen. Ye Chen's sensing energy was far above that of a golden 

immortal. It was not inferior to an overarching heavenly Supreme immortal! 

"You want to deal with me with just a few little snakes? it seems like you don't even have the right to 

play with me!" 

Suddenly, ye Chen's eyes narrowed and the Demon's Eye bloomed between his brows. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The Devil's Light instantly locked onto the space below. Then, it swept across the area, and the entire 

place fell silent. 

"What?" 

As soon as the demon fighting soul arrived, all of hun Dun's energy snake bodies were shattered by ye 

Chen's Demon's Eye. 

"No one can be so arrogant in front of me, even in the Great War 10000 years ago. You, a mere heaven 

immortal, dare to be so presumptuous! I'll kill you here!" 

"Let's see if you have the ability to do so!" 

Ye chen held the Dragon Spear and stood with his hands behind his back. 

"Damn it!" 

The devil was furious. The chaos Qi continued to become dense. Then, this gas evolved into a human-

shaped creature, which was the form of the devil. 

"Report your name and die!" 

"Heavenly Emperor ye chen, I'll return the same words to you!" 

"Hahaha! I'm the heart-drilling Demon from the Dark Demon Realm!" 

"Oh ... The obscure Demon Realm isn't part of the chaosverse after all!" 

"The chaosverse? Hahaha, what a joke. The chaosverse is but one of the weakest worlds in the heavenly 

universe. You have no place in this myriad of worlds, and now you're talking to me about the 

chaosverse? hahaha! I'll show you how insignificant you are!" 

"If you're looking down on our chaosverse, then I'll show you the power of your own universe!" 

"Very good! I'm from the Dark Universe, the obscure Demon Realm, the mountain Devil race's Black iron 

Heart-drilling demon. You can die now!" 

Although the heart drilling demon was in a gaseous form, it revealed an evil smile. Its entire body began 

to rapidly evolve. The entire space around it was its body. It was the domain itself! 



"Boom boom boom!" 

As they neared, countless peaks rose from the ground and floated in the sky. 

"This is your ability?" 

"Hehehe, ye chen, this is your grave!" 

"Ha, here you go!" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold and domineering! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The Dragon Qi surged for three thousand miles, and the heavenly Sword rushed into the sky ninety 

thousand times! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi swept across the surrounding peaks, but the peaks could not be cut off. They actually grew 

on their own! 

"Hahaha ... It's time for me to make a move!" 

Chapter 2342 2347-Boring Battle! 

"Ah!" 

The heart drilling demon let out an inhuman roar. Then, it opened its arms, which actually extended 

infinitely, and bone wings kept growing on its arms. These bone wings were as sharp as blades, and they 

were domineering. 

"Hahaha!" 

The heart drilling demon seemed to have gone mad. The energy in its body was constantly evolving and 

the demon energy in its body was being released. Ye chen felt a very strange feeling. This feeling was 

completely different from the demon energy he cultivated. What kind of place was the vast universe? 

what kind of demons would be produced? 

"Come on!" 

Facing unknown opponent, ye Chen's expression changed and his body exuded an Overlord's energy. 

"Kill!" 

The heart drilling demon roared, and the heavens and earth seemed to shake. This resonance caused 

the surrounding floating mountains to shatter automatically, turning into impact energy that was added 

to the heart drilling demon's attack. This was a double enhancement, taking advantage of the 

environment. It could be seen that the heart drilling demon had rich combat experience and was an 

expert from the immemorial era! 

"What's the use of shouting? An immemorial expert, hahaha, I'll have a taste of your strength!" 
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Ye Chen's body trembled in the face of the boundless and majestic Pandora demon ability. The Chi of 

eight Dragons roared out. 

"Roar!" 

Domineering dragon form, Hidden Dragon rises from the abyss, scales and claws flying! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In an instant, the power of the heart-drilling demon was completely blocked by the Qi of the eight 

Dragons. Of course, the Qi of the eight Dragons also disappeared. The shock wave from both sides once 

again shook the entire environment. Countless floating peaks were destroyed. Above the void, the earth 

and the sky had lost their meaning. This was an absolutely chaotic space. 

"Hehehe, little brat, you've piqued my interest. A mere heaven immortal can actually withstand my 

powerful strength. Interesting!" 

The heart drilling demon let out a strange laugh. The energy in its body rapidly evolved like the most 

unknown object in the chaos. However, these were all illusions in ye Chen's eyes. This was because the 

heart drilling demon was not in ye Chen's eyes yet. It was just a "minion"! 

"Heart drilling demon, use your most powerful divine ability. Otherwise, you won't have the chance to 

say the rest of your nonsense!" 

"Swish!" With a loud explosion, ye chen held the Dragon Spear in his hand and threatened. 

A powerful aura rushed towards the heart drilling demon. It felt a real threat. The young man in front of 

it was definitely not bragging. He really had the strength to make it pay the most painful price. 

The heart drilling demon was shocked. After all, it was just a mass of spiritual energy and not its main 

body. It was at a great disadvantage in itself. If it wanted to stay here for a long time because of its 

obsession, it had to be more cautious and devour more lives to enhance its strength until it cultivated its 

true body! 

"Hahahaha, to think that you can say such words under such unfavorable conditions. Ye chen, you've 

surprised me. Therefore, I've decided to use my strongest move to kill you and turn you into 

nourishment for my true body!" 

All of a sudden, the heart drilling demon's eyes turned extremely cold. It felt threatened, so it launched 

its greatest counterattack, crushing! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Under the heart drilling demon's guidance, endless chaotic Qi gathered in his body. His bone wings 

became even more powerful, like the sky covering the sky. The entire space became dark, without any 

Starlight! 

"Mountain Demon Sword formation!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 



All the peaks, whether they were showing off their wealth or destroyed, all floated towards the heart 

drilling demon's domain. This was the strongest sword array he could use. There were originally more 

powerful ones, but because he was only in his spirit form, he couldn't release them at all. Now, this was 

his sure-kill attack! 

He wanted ye chen to understand one thing: Although he was only a spirit body, his cultivation base was 

far above ye chen 's. With the support of the surrounding chaotic Qi, he could completely crush the 

opponent before him. This was his declaration of victory! 

"The must-kill array is towering over the mountains. Demonic Blood Sword!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All of a sudden, all of the peaks congealed into a single highest peak, and this highest peak actually had 

countless streams of blood flowing down from it. It was extremely terrifying! 

"Just this? Are you ready?" 

However, at this moment, a person who was disdainful and unwilling to even look at him let out a cold 

and boring voice. This voice entered the heart drilling Devil's ears and was the most painful trial. It was 

the most painful face. He looked at the independent person in front of him and did not even put him in 

his eyes, like a giant looking at an ant! 

"Ye chen, I've seen arrogant people but I've never seen someone like you. Even the ethereal cultivators 

on the ancient battlefield wouldn't treat me like this. Die!" 

Finally, the heart drilling demon exploded. It could not stand such contempt and humiliation. It used its 

strongest power. This was the result ye chen wanted to see. 

"This is the only way to have fun, heart drilling devil!" 

Ye chen lowered his head slightly. His hands kept pulling on the Dragon Spear. Then, a blood mark 

appeared on the Dragon Spear. Then, these marks emitted a strange light. It was the nether God seal! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As the nether God seal was activated, ye Chen's eyes turned dark and red. The basic formula of the 

"nether God's secret mirror" was activated! 

"The secret mirror of the god of the underworld is looking down on the chaos of heaven and earth!" 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Endless netherworld energy swept through the sky like a raging Royal beast that devoured all things and 

an unparalleled demon master that destroyed everything. At this moment, ye chen was the master, the 

king! 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen waved his Dragon Spear. Heaven and earth were in chaos, heaven and earth were shattered, 

and the spear destroyed the evil soul! 



"Roar!" 

The endless underworld God style turned into a Dark dragon-like stance, and it was a powerful strike! 

At this moment, the heart drilling demon released the strongest sword formation at the same time. 

However, the demonic Blood Sword formation was like a piece of paper in front of the god of the 

underworld's abhijna. It had no defensive power at all. 

"No, that's impossible!" 

The heart drilling demon was completely shocked. In the ancient times, he was an extraterrestrial 

demon. With the support of his special ability, his realm was comparable to an allheaven Supreme 

immortal. Even if he fought with his spiritual body, he was above a golden immortal. However, the man 

in front of him was only a heaven immortal. How could he kill his most powerful attack? 

It was inexplicable and unpredictable. Only fear occupied his mind. He saw himself disappear! 

"Ah!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The Dragon's Fury was boundless, and the world was in chaos! The heart drilling demon only felt that its 

spiritual body had nothing to rely on and was completely plunged into chaos. Then, its spiritual power 

spread to the extreme, losing its Center. Its consciousness gradually dispersed, and its body and soul 

were destroyed! 

"It's too boring!" 

The heart drill demon had used its strongest attack, but in exchange for Ryder's "too boring." If he knew 

this in the netherworld, he would be so vexed. 

"Devour, Shi lingming!" 

At ye Chen's call, the Samadhi rock spirit jumped out and opened its mouth. Thousands of Pandora 

demon ability and chaos Qi gathered in its mouth and attacked. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

The Samadhi stone spirit let out a strange cry, but its expression was extremely excited. The endless 

energy entered its mouth! 

Chapter 2343 High Temperature Of The Chaos! 

"Hahaha, good, good!" 

After devouring the chaos Qi and the strange demonic energy, the rock spirit didn't feel uncomfortable 

at all. In fact, it was happy. 

After bringing Shi lingming back from the ninth technique, ye chen had noticed this. This primordial 

spirit beast was indeed the idol of the wilderness. Its body contained the most mysterious power of 

origin. Its ability was even above the heaven and earth furnace. This was something that even ye chen 

was shocked by. 
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"Ye chen, you've given me so many benefits. How should I return the favor?" The rock spirit jumped up 

and down and said with a smile. 

"Ha, when I need you, I'll naturally summon you!" 

"Alright, you're using me as a tool? Don't overestimate yourself. In my eyes, you're just a little kid, 

hehehe!" 

"Good, you're good!" 

After saying that, ye chen walked forward. The Samadhi rock spirit felt that it had been ignored and 

chased after him angrily. 

After breaking through the heart drilling demon's Blood Fiend land, ye chen looked around. He knew 

that the great formation that isolated him from the underworld God was not something a 'trash' like the 

heart drilling demon could create. It was clear that there was an expert here who was far above the 

heart drilling demon! 

This feeling became deeper and deeper as he walked into the land of chaos. 

"Hehe, there's still fun people here!" 

The Samadhi rock spirit floated above a cloud and moved forward on its own. It was very pleased. 

Looking at everything around it, it felt very novel. With its active personality, it made ye chen feel a little 

annoyed. However, this hairy monkey was not easy to deal with. Ye chen did not want to waste time on 

it. It would be useless and would not change him anyway. 

"Fun person? who is that?" 

"Hehe, a person who can make you fall into a life-and-death situation!" Suddenly, the rock spirit 

revealed a strange smile, as if it was hinting at something. 

"I don't think that kind of person is born yet!" 

However, ye chen was not affected at all. He strode forward and wanted to quickly find the person in his 

heart. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The chaotic Qi burned even more intensely. Ye chen could feel the intense heat as a bright energy body 

approached. 

Ye Chen's breathing was low and it was like he was breathing out flames. It was a very bad feeling and 

even made ye Chen's Dragon Chi automatically come out to protect him. This was not a common 

situation. Ye Chen's divine consciousness moved and released several clones in all directions, trying to 

find the source of the energy. 

"Hehe, this amount of heat is not even enough for me, little sun, to breathe!" 

Despite the high temperature, the Samadhi rock spirit was actually very pleased. It took various deep 

breaths as if it was enjoying the environment. This made ye chen speechless. This kid was too much. 



"Absorb more, absorb more! My Samadhi divine fire has been lost for too long because it was sealed. 

Now is the time to make up for it!" 

The Samadhi rock spirit jumped into the sky and opened its mouth, swallowing all the high-energy aura. 

In this way, the environment where the chaos Qi was mixed with high-temperature energy had been 

changed by the Samadhi rock spirit alone. Even ye chen was shocked by the power of this. 

"This little monkey is indeed powerful. He's been on the list for a long time!" 

Ye chen did not stop the Samadhi rock spirit from stirring up the wind and clouds. After all, it was a free 

Pathfinder. 

As the chaos Qi and the high temperature dissipated, ye chen could finally see clearly that he had 

walked out of the blood Fiend ten thousand Peaks and arrived at a flat land. However, what he saw was 

boundless, like an endless land. This was very rare in the void. 

Ye Chen's eyes focused. He believed that this was definitely an illusion. Combined with what the 

Samadhi rock spirit had said before, this fellow must be a ruthless character. 

"I'm tired of hiding!" 

After ascending to the nine Heavens, ye chen activated the Demon's Eye and swept across the land ten 

thousand miles ahead. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The demonic light carried the power to destroy the world and completely shattered the plain in front of 

him. Countless deep ravines appeared but all of this was so real that ye chen could not find any part of 

the illusion. 

"How is that possible?" 

This was something ye chen did not expect and did not believe. It was possible that the opponent's 

attainment in formations was even higher than his. This was a terrifying thing. Otherwise, he would not 

be able to isolate himself from the underworld God! An isolated environment was a test for most 

cultivators but it was nothing for ye chen. He had relied on the lonely god to pass the trials all along! 

"What?" 

At this moment, ye chen suddenly realized that the Samadhi rock spirit had disappeared. 

The Samadhi rock spirit was a precious spiritual beast that he had worked hard to bring back from the 

ninth technique. He could not lose it. Moreover, the special ability of the rock spirit would definitely 

come in handy in the future. Ye chen was anxious. He activated his fiery golden eyes in an attempt to 

find the whereabouts of the rock spirit. 

However, what he saw was another ball of chaos. As expected, after the rock spirit of Samadhi activated 

its devouring power and absorbed too much chaos Qi, the enemy made a targeted response. 

"Hiding your head and tail, the actions of a lowly person, appear!" 



Ye chen waved his Dragon Spear and countless Thunder Dragons rushed in all directions. He swept the 

area with no blind spots in order to find the hidden culprit! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

At this time, the sound of deep breathing could be heard again. The surrounding space rapidly evolved, 

and the temperature was still rising. 

The surrounding temperature was rising at a speed that was clearly beyond the limit. It had even 

reached a level that could melt heaven Immortals. This level of high temperature was already the limit 

that gold Immortals could withstand. 

"Hahaha, you think you can deal with me with such high temperature? aren't you underestimating my 

Foundation?" 

Although the high temperature that could melt heaven Immortals surrounded the entire space, it was 

clear that the opponent believed that ye chen would die without a doubt in such an environment, or at 

least be seriously injured. However, ye Chen's body contained two layers of divine power. At the same 

time, he cultivated multi-boundary energy. His cultivation base was not comparable to ordinary people! 

"Even if you activate the energy that can melt gold Immortals, you can forget about causing me any 

harm!" 

The anger in ye Chen's body rose. His entire body was covered in black-gold glazed glass and Dragon Qi 

to protect him. He walked forward forcefully. 

At this moment, balls of chaotic flames soared into the sky and turned into tongues of flame that 

attacked ye chen. 

"It seems like you're a little angry, hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed and threw out the divine artifact, the misty flowing celestial bottle! 

"Flowing immortal of myriad world, misty water of Cold Moon!" 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The liuxian bottle, Xia Ning, opened its mouth and balls of Cold Moon water flowed out, turning into a 

fluid that coiled around ye Chen's body. The high temperature and flames that could melt heaven 

Immortals were unable to harm ye chen at all under the protection of this layer of Cold Moon water. 

"Exquisite!" 

Suddenly, a voice came from the deep chaos. It clearly recognized ye Chen's strength. 

"I've never seen anyone with such talent and Foundation in the human race, except for the sword God 

ao Jiuzhou from the immemorial age. Today, I've broadened my horizons!" 

Chapter 2344 Untitled 

"Old thing, are you finally willing to show yourself? or perhaps, you no longer have the capital to hide?" 

Ye chen shouted at the ball of flaming Qi in the chaos. 
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"Hahaha!" 

With a burst of laughter, the aura rushed out. Its whole body was burning, forming a light wheel that 

was endless behind it. 

The light wheel was even covered in armor, making it look extremely powerful! 

"I'm demon venerable blazing flame from the Crimson Cloud realm of the Flying Cloud cosmos. Who are 

you to be so arrogant?" The man questioned ye chen. The chaotic Qi made it difficult to see his 

expression but ye chen could feel that the man was still furious after being ridiculed by his words. 

Ye chen walked up with a disdainful look on his face.""I'm the reincarnation of the heavenly Emperor, ye 

chen!" 

"Reincarnation of the celestial Emperor, what a big tone!" 

The Scarlet Flame demon venerable's eyes turned cold. Suddenly, two balls of flame power and chaotic 

Qi rushed toward ye chen. The power of devouring was unparalleled. 

This person's strength was indeed much higher than the heart drilling demon 'S. He was able to 

manipulate the power of flames, merge it with the chaotic Qi, and even arrange a space-splitting 

formation in the chaotic Qi. Such power was at least at the level of an allheaven Supreme immortal, and 

his sacred Hall was even comparable to a celestial Lord. Such an opponent was indeed rare. 

"Double rotating flame killing cleave!" 

Under the command of the Scarlet Flame fiend supremacy, the two blazing wheels of flames pounced 

toward ye chen. Their domineering stance instantly swept through the surrounding chaotic space, 

completely isolating ye chen. 

"What?" 

A strange light flickered in the corner of ye Chen's eyes. He gently waved his sword fingers and the Cold 

Moon water appeared again. The two flame wheels actually condensed and turned into ice crystals! 

"What?" 

Such a shocking scene instantly shocked the Scarlet Flame demon venerable. He had not expected ye 

Chen's liuxian bottle to be so powerful. This was understandable because the liuxian bottle was passed 

down from Pangu and contained the Supreme essence of the celestial race. It could be fused with the 

full moon to unleash the ultimate power of creation. 

"Old man, is this it?" Ye chen said with a cold smile. 

"Hahaha, good boy. After devouring you, I can definitely be resurrected!" 

"I'll be waiting here, but you don't have the ability, so it's hard to say!" 

"Damn it!" 



The Scarlet Flame demon venerable felt the fate and vitality in ye Chen's body. This kind of power was 

what he had dreamed of. As long as he could obtain a body like ye chen 's, he could cultivate the 

immortal primordial spirit and reincarnate. 

"Secret technique of the nine Heavens, Suan ni, blazing flame demon Luo!" 

The Scarlet Flame fiend supremacy knew that this was a once in a lifetime opportunity. Once he lost it, it 

would be too late to regret. 

He wanted to use all his strength to achieve his goal, and ye chen was his only goal. 

"Kill!" 

The demon venerable attacked. The chaos reverberated, and the entire space was upside down where 

the endless mystical flames were, attacking ye chen. 

"Hahaha, the power of the alien flame? good!" 

Ye chen activated the flame golden child to counter the attack. 

"The true Samadhi fire!" 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The true Samadhi fire was released. It was the Supreme of the heavenly flames and the prosperity of the 

world. It collided with the demonic fire of the Scarlet Crow demonic venerate, causing the space to 

explode. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The powerful sound turned into vibrating energy and spread rapidly, causing the entire chaos to repeat. 

The Scarlet Flame demon venerable only felt that the energy in his body was dissipating. Ye Chen's true 

Samadhi fire was his nemesis. 

"Impossible! Who Do You Think You Are? how can you fight me to this extent?" 

In the face of the Crimson flame demon venerable's question, ye chen only sneered. "Don't you 

understand such a simple logic? I've already seen through your divine power. Under the true Samadhi 

fire, your demonic fire will be reduced to nothing. In other words, my cultivation method is the nemesis 

of you!" 

"What? Death counter?" 

"How is this possible?!!" 

It was not easy for the Scarlet Flame demon venerable to obtain this opportunity to devour living 

people. How could he give it up so easily? no matter what ye chen had done, he would fight to the end. 

If he couldn't find a suitable host body, the burden on his primordial spirit would return to its limit 

according to his cultivation base. At that time, his body and soul would be destroyed, and his Dao would 

completely disappear! 



The Scarlet Flame demon venerate would never let such an outcome happen. Therefore, he had to 

succeed this time. 

"I don't believe it!" 

The Scarlet Flame demonic venerate sacrificed the power of his own primordial spirit, this was the last 

fight! 

"Secret technique of the nine Heavens: burning of the vital spirit, Samsara of destruction, Demon Lord!" 

The wheel of fire continued to extend and the entire sky was occupied by the wheel of fire. The endless 

Mystical Fire burned the heaven and earth. The whole world turned into a world of fire and the Scarlet 

Flame fiend was the master here. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

At the same time, the Scarlet Flame fiend took advantage of the geographical advantage and pushed his 

cultivation of the chaotic Qi to the maximum. This time, he was going to make the final blow. 

"Kill!" 

Boundless air of chaos, fiend fire wheel of the firmament, Chi Yan demonic Lord's sure-kill super power, 

Tao Wu, was used. 

"Since you don't believe me, I'll teach you how to be a man with facts!" 

Ye Chen's figure floated in the air, and the massive ancient God Body behind him rose from the ground 

at the same time. The tongue-shaped body was covered in the power of the true Samadhi fire. Due to 

the parasitism of the Samadhi rock spirit, the ancient God Power had obtained the law of the Samadhi 

rock spirit. Combined with ye Chen's Secret mystical power, the true Samadhi fire, the current 

destructive power was far greater than before. 

"Celestial Emperor sword's Luan Luan evil spirit forged by Samadhi true fire!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The celestial Thearch sword gave off infinite strange light, which transformed into a majestic celestial 

Thearch sword shadow. Then, the sword shadow was enhanced by the ancient God Power and was 

covered in true Samadhi fire. At that moment, the sword Qi was the fire power. The fire power fused 

with the sword Qi, making it a peerless sword! 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen suddenly released a peerless sword edge. The majestic sword shadow soared to the nine 

Heavens and took the blaze! 

"Kill!" 

The Scarlet Flame fiend supremacy also launched his ultimate attack. It was an opportunity that he had 

obtained by burning his primordial spirit power. Under such an attack, even a gold immortal would 

explode and die on the spot. This time, the Scarlet Flame fiend supremacy believed that he would be 

safe! 



However, the moment the Scarlet Flame demonic wheel and ye Chen's Celestial Emperor fire sword 

collided, the Scarlet Flame fiend venerable finally understood what death nemesis was! 

"Impossible!" 

In his eyes, the majestic Celestial Emperor fire sword completely shattered the Scarlet Flame demonic 

wheel. Feeling the power of his primordial spirit continue to decline, the Scarlet Flame demonic 

venerate knew that he was doomed this time. 

"Hahahaha, I didn't expect that I, Nine Heavens Scarlet Flame fiend supremacy, would die in the hands 

of a nobody. What a pity, what a pity!" 

"Hmph, how can a narrow-minded person be arrogant?" 

Ye Chen's glabella released a sword Qi toward the Scarlet Flame demon venerable. 

"Ah!" 

The sword Qi pierced through the core of his Yuan Shen and he exploded in mid-air, turning into chaotic 

energy that continued to spread. 

"Where are you going? all of you, come over here!" 

Ye chen released the heaven and earth furnace. All the chaotic force and demon venerable's energy 

were completely integrated into the furnace, becoming ye Chen's power. 

After killing fiend supremacy flaming blaze, the surrounding space formation quickly disappeared. Ye 

chen looked for the god of the underworld and the saintess. 

Chapter 2345 Three-Headed Cloud Wyrm! 

He looked over and found that the god of the underworld was trembling with a huge demonic creature. 

This demonic creature was a three-headed cloud flood Dragon with endless power that could overturn 

the heavens and earth! 

Meanwhile, the saintess was also entangled by a group of two-headed pythons and was in a difficult 

situation. 

"Secret mirror of the dark god, true blazing fire, chaos of heaven and earth!" 

When ye chen saw this, he waved the celestial Thearch sword and caught the true Samadhi fire from 

before. He fused it with the remaining power of the ancient God Power and once again slashed out the 

ultimate sword. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The majestic sword Qi cut through all obstacles and was unstoppable. The two-headed pythons around 

the saintess were all hit and turned into dust. At the same time, the power of the sword Qi did not 

decrease. It circled in the sky and then flew down, suppressing the three-headed Cloud Dragon. 

"Roar!" 
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The cloud Dragon roared angrily. Its Middle Head faced the sky and released a destructive wave. The 

blood-colored wave instantly shattered ye Chen's celestial Thearch sword Qi. Then, its other head stared 

at ye Chen's body and released the ultimate frost true Qi in an attempt to freeze ye chen! 

"Ye chen, be careful!" 

At this moment, the Holy maiden reminded him. Ye chen had just come from the outside world and did 

not know that the three-headed Cloud Dragon's cold energy was unparalleled. No matter what kind of 

expert it was, once they were hit, they would instantly freeze. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye Chen's perception was so powerful that he could naturally sense this. However, the tyrannical 

heavenly Emperor found joy in challenging him. 

"Let me see how cold your frosty finger Qi is!" 

"Don't do anything stupid!" The Holy maiden reminded him again. After a short period of interaction, 

the Holy maiden had relied on her powerful spiritual perception and her usual observations to Know ye 

Chen's domineering personality. When he encountered such a frosty finger energy, he would definitely 

challenge it. This could lead to irreversible bad consequences. 

However, no one could stop ye Chen's attempt! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The frosty Qi attacked wildly and ye chen was instantly submerged in it. Like a seed between heaven and 

earth, he was completely submerged in the snow. 

"Ye chen!" 

The Holy maiden cried out in alarm but ye chen did not respond. Everything around them froze. 

The three-headed Cloud Dragon smiled sinisterly at ye Chen's head. Anyone who was poisoned by his 

frost poison would be frozen to death even if they were a golden immortal. Even an overarching 

heavenly Supreme celestial would be frozen and could only barely protect themselves in the frost. The 

kid in front of him was just a little celestial immortal. He had no chance of survival in the frost poison. 

The countless two-headed pythons in the surroundings started to cry out,"squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

All sorts of sounds seemed to be praising the three-headed cloud Wyrm's great battle achievements. 

Then, they attacked the Saint even more frantically. 

"This kid ..." 

At this time, even the god of the underworld was a little worried. Of course, he knew that ye Chen's 

strength was far beyond the average heaven immortal cultivator. However, the three-headed Cloud 

Dragon was a super powerhouse at the upper celestial stage of allheaven. Killing a golden immortal was 

a piece of cake for him, let alone a heaven immortal. Moreover, ye chen did not put up any defenses in 

advance in order to challenge him. This was simply the "dumbest" move. 

"All of you can die!" 



The three-headed cloud Wyrm let out a loud roar as its three heads simultaneously shot out energy 

waves. Icy Qi, flaming power, and destructive fluctuations erupted at the same time, vowing to 

annihilate the three people who had invaded his spiritual land! 

Three different types of energy attacked him. The god of the underworld suddenly turned around and 

stood in front of the Saint. 

"Ignorant demon, how dare you be impudent!" 

The god of the underworld was so angry that the heavens and earth shook! 

"The god of the underworld's chaotic mayfly is on its way to doomsday!" 

The mythical shadow of doomsday appeared again in the hands of the god of the underworld. The 

magnificent sword Qi turned into a sword light that was ten thousand feet long. He slashed at the 

predicament in front of him, splitting the heaven and earth apart and brightening the sun and moon! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

With a burst of powerful energy, the three beams of killing light were all broken by the underworld God 

sword Qi. 

"Hahaha, underworld God, interesting!" 

The three-headed cloud Wyrm suddenly opened its six eyes. Instantly, six-colored rays of light shot into 

the heavens and the earth, and a powerful aura swept through the entire universe! His entire body was 

covered in layers of light, which then transformed into the strongest scale armor, protecting his entire 

body. 

Although the underworld God sword Qi was powerful, it could not break the scales! 

"This beast has a special cultivation method. We can't fight him here. We need to get out of here as 

soon as possible. Otherwise, the chaos Qi will cover us and it will be bad for us!" The god of the 

underworld said. 

The Holy maiden looked in ye Chen's direction and found that it was all frozen over. She could not see 

anything. 

She couldn't bear it, but what the god of the underworld said was true. They really needed to leave this 

place as soon as possible. 

"Don't worry about ye chen. After I send you out, I'll kill this demonic creature and take ye chen away!" 

"Alright!" 

The saintess didn't want to trouble the god of the underworld, so she could only agree. 

"The secret mirror of the dark god, the Suan ni, the death Feilian!" 

Suddenly, the god of the underworld formed a seal with his hands and chanted a summoning spell. The 

double sickle of death Kasaya appeared! 

"Oh?" 



Seeing the Twin Sickles of death, the three-headed cloud flood Dragon revealed a look of interest and 

wanted to take them for itself. 

"Bastard, put away your greed. Otherwise, death will be right in front of you!" 

"Oh, really? Then let me see!" 

The three-headed cloud flood Dragon once again unleashed its extremely cold Qi, wanting to freeze the 

god of the underworld and the other man. However, the god of the underworld brandished his two 

Sickles, and his power of the god of the underworld transformed into countless devouring spikes that 

frantically attacked the cold Qi. In the end, the power of both sides dissipated, and they were evenly 

matched. 

"Let me see what your twin Sickles are for!" 

"As you wish!" 

The god of the underworld closed his eyes, and the air of death bloomed from his body. The Lotus of 

death appeared behind his back. Then, he opened his eyes again and the blood from his hands flowed 

onto the scythes. The Lotus of death bloomed. The second mirror of the underworld had been 

activated! 

"Kill!" 

With a shout, the Reaper's Scythe waved, and the wind howled! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The light of the Twin Sickles bloomed for a thousand miles, and the light of the Twin Sickles was 

unparalleled! 

As the power of the Twin Sickles cut into the three-headed cloud Wyrm's scales, he actually felt that his 

scales were unable to resist the power, and his entire body began to bleed non-stop. 

"Hehehe, it's indeed a divine weapon!" 

"Are you scared now? A three-headed cloud Wyrm!" 

"Laughable!" 

The three-headed cloud Wyrm's Middle Head suddenly revealed an excited expression, then it spat out 

a mouthful of highly toxic chaotic Qi. 

"Hmph, small tricks!" 

The god of the underworld sneered. He waved his scythes, and the wind howled. He wanted to drive 

away the poisonous fog, but he soon found that the poisonous fog was actually a living gas. It 

automatically looked for flaws and then attacked. The target of the poisonous fog was not him, but the 

saintess. 

"What?" The god of the underworld turned pale with fright. Once the poisonous fog contaminated the 

Holy maiden, the consequences would be unimaginable. 



"You want to save him? unfortunately, you can't do it!" 

The other two attacked at the same time, completely sealing off underworld God's path of retreat. 

"Wan 'er!" 

The god of the underworld was terrified. No matter what, he could not let the saintess get hurt. 

However, he was completely tied down by the two-headed dragon. 

"Die, woman!" 

"Is that so?" 

Just as everything was going according to plan, the coldest voice sounded. Then, the frozen land 

shattered one after another, and a huge crack appeared! 

Chapter 2346 Thousand Spirits Blood Sacrifice! 

"Three-headed cloud Wyrm, you're too impudent!" 

Just as the cloud flood Dragon was about to attack the Holy maiden, a cold voice rang out and entered 

the cloud flood Dragon's ears. The voice contained a powerful ice-sealing force. The cloud flood Dragon 

was very familiar with this feeling and was filled with a sense of fear at the same time. This was because 

the ice-sealing force that ye chen had unleashed was very similar to his. It could be said to be of the 

same origin. 

"Don't tell me you ..." 

The cloud Dragon was an existence comparable to an overarching heaven Supreme celestial. It had high 

intelligence and instantly understood the origin of ye Chen's current state. It was his own "masterpiece". 

"That's right. The reason why yours truly allowed you to seal me in ice was because I wanted to absorb 

the power of this ice seal. Now that yours truly has complete control over the laws of ice, I'm not any 

weaker than you. How about I let you taste your own power for yourself?" 

"Impossible! How can you break my ice seal in such a short time?" 

"Hahaha, go to the netherworld and find the answer!" 

Ye chen flew up, a pair of ice-sealing wings growing on his back. Like an Ice Phoenix, he descended with 

great might. 

"Ice seals a thousand miles, dragon form disappears without a trace!" 

With a furious roar, the wings on ye Chen's back spread open and continuously shot out ice crystals. 

When these ice crystals touched the three-headed cloud Wyrm, they turned into countless small ice 

crystals. These small ice crystals were the latest result of ye Chen's understanding of the cloud Wyrm's 

frozen poison gas. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Countless small ice crystals seeped into the three-headed cloud Wyrm's scales. As the ice crystals were 

too small, the large scales could not withstand them at all. 
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"Ah!" 

After these small ice crystals penetrated it, the three-headed cloud Wyrm felt its bloodline begin to 

freeze. Its entire body was in a state of endless ice, and it was unable to extricate itself. 

"How hateful!" 

The cloud flood Dragon was furious. The Ice dragon's head began to release its own ice-sealing law in an 

attempt to assimilate ye Chen's ice crystal attack. However, although the law within these ice crystals 

was of the same origin as the cloud flood Dragon 's, the minute details were different. This was the most 

exquisite design. When the poison gas turned into ice crystals, the attack and destruction were more 

direct. It was not easy for the cloud flood Dragon to assimilate them. 

As the blood in its body congealed, the cloud flood Dragon's body became extremely stiff. 

"Underworld God, now is the time!" 

"Ha, good!" 

The god of the underworld received ye Chen's intention and waved the two Sickles in his hands. Death 

sentence! 

"The mirror of the god of the underworld, the trio of Tao Wu and death!" 

The Qi of the three flying Sickles turned into life-demanding souls and madly attacked the three-headed 

cloud flood Dragon. Three sharp beams of light killed the three-headed cloud flood Dragon three times. 

In its most desperate state, all three of its heads were cut off at the same time. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Three rays of blood sprayed out. The three-headed Cloud Dragon, a powerful primordial beast, had died 

under ye Chen's little scheme. 

With the crisis averted, ye chen walked up to the three-headed Cloud Dragon and released the heaven 

and earth furnace. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The heaven and earth furnace emitted a strange light that shone on the three-headed cloud flood 

Dragon's corpse. All of a sudden, the most precious resources on the cloud flood Dragon's body were all 

plundered by the furnace. 

"You're smart, you've made good use of me!" The god of the underworld said. 

Ye chen smiled."This three-headed cloud Wyrm is an ancient beast. It has grown to its current state and 

its power is boundless. If it wasn't for my trick of giving him a taste of his own medicine, it wouldn't have 

been so easy for us to get rid of him." 

"Mm ..." 

The god of the underworld turned around and walked towards the saintess. 



After solving the three-headed cloud serpent's problem, ye chen and the underworld God trio continued 

forward. 

At the same time, in the evil spirit abyss, the darkspirit ruler continued to summon the strongest evil 

spirits. 

"Momo, Momo, Momo ..." 

All kinds of incantations were cast, and countless evil spirit runes were stuck on the surrounding 

mountain walls. These runes flashed with light, and evil energy was added to the ruler's body. 

"The king of the three rulers, give me a hint!" 

The darkspirit ruler released his blood and kept pouring energy into the altar. In the end, an evil light 

shot up into the sky and opened a huge door. 

Within the Hong gate, countless amounts of evil energy surged, and the purity was shocking. 

Surrounded by the dark energy, a dark aura appeared. 

"Mork!" 

"My third master, King, I'm here!" 

"Lord!" The darkspirit Overlord bowed. The one in front of him was the third Overlord of the darkspirits, 

the king. 

"Fill up the evil energy and sacrifice three thousand blood spirits. We will lead the evil spirits to 

descend!" 

"Yes, I understand!" 

"Execute it immediately!" 

"Yes!" 

Then, the evil door closed. Mock understood that his mission was to collect the three thousand blood 

spirits. 

"Execute the bloody massacre order immediately. Kill the 3000 living beings!" 

"Yes!" 

The evil spirit powerhouses below all carried out the Lord's order and expanded infinitely around the 

evil spirits in search of the three thousand blood spirits. 

A thousand miles away from the evil spirit abyss, there was a spirit realm country. This was the yellow 

spring Battle Manor's outpost. Old ancestor yellow spring had hoped many times that the experts of the 

country would leave this place and head to the netherworld, but they had been rejected. They all 

believed that this place was their Foundation. Only here could their country prosper and develop for a 

long time. 



After ye chen had suppressed the evil spirit calamity, it had not moved for a long time. This made these 

people think that this was the dignity of the heavenly Emperor. This completely made the evil spirits lose 

the courage to invade. Amen did not want to leave this place even more. 

Today, the bloody killing order was issued, and millions of corpses were buried! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Dark clouds covered the sky, and the evil spirit Army was pressing forward. 

"King, King, bad news, bad news!" 

In the Royal Palace, the xitu King was drinking wine. However, when he heard the strong man enter, he 

shouted loudly and was very unhappy. 

"What are you shouting for? what are you panicking for? this King is here!" 

King xitu said to the experts below. 

"The evil spirit has descended, the evil spirit has descended." 

"What?" 

Hearing this, King XI tu was still in disbelief. He pushed the Queen away, stood up abruptly, and looked 

up at the sky. 

Through his eye technique, he could see countless evil energy surging and the evil spirit Army 

approaching. 

"Notify old ancestor yellow spring of the netherworld immediately! Quickly, quickly go!“ 

"Yes!" 

Upon receiving the order, the expert quickly flew out, wanting to inform the yellow spring Battle Manor. 

However, just as he stepped out of the door, he felt his vision turn black. His head flew through the sky, 

and his body was already separated from his head. 

"Ah?" 

The ministers 'hearts trembled, their legs went soft, and they had lost their will to fight. 

"You!" King xitu was furious and shouted,"bring me my weapon!" 

"Great king, let's hurry and escape. We should escape towards the yellow Springs battle Palace!" 

"That's right, my King. We're no match for the evil spirits!" 

"Only the heavenly Emperor ye chen can suppress the darkspirit. Now that ye chen has entered the 

other world, we shouldn't be staying here!" 

All the officials were now looking like cowards, not thinking about protecting the country. This greatly 

shocked King xitu, and also made him furious. He struck out with his palm, and one of the ministers spat 

out blood and died. 



The other ministers knelt on the ground one after another, not daring to move. 

"You're all really trash. You're usually so skilled, but now that the evil spirit has descended, you don't 

even have the slightest will to fight. You even said that this place is your root. Trash!" 

Chapter 2347 2351-Dark Domain Battle Soul! 

Outside the xitu Royal Palace, the evil spirit powerhouses arrived. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

With a series of explosions, the door of the Royal Palace was blown to pieces. The evil spirit commander, 

Hu daduo, rushed into the palace. 

"Hahahaha, these guys haven't left yet. Good, very good!" 

Hu daduo revealed a sinister smile as he saw King xitu and his group of Queens and concubines. 

"Hehe, King xitu, how about you and your harem move to my evil spirit abyss?" 

"Evil beast, how dare you be so rude in my Royal Palace! You deserve to die!" 

King xitu was furious, and a powerful palm energy went straight for Hu daduo. 

However, King xitu was only a true immortal while Hu daduo was an extraterrestrial true devil. They 

were not on the same level at all. How could he let you succeed? 

"King, be careful!" 

Many of the concubines shouted and rushed forward, but at this moment, the earth shook. A huge 

demonic claw stretched out from the ground under the king's palace. Dozens of concubines were caught 

by the demonic claw on the spot, unable to move. 

"Hahahaha!" 

This demonic claw was formed by the divine Art that Hu daduo had released. He retracted the demonic 

claw and all the concubines were under his control. 

"You!" 

King xitu was even angrier, and he flew over to save her. 

"What a pitiful man!" 

Hu daduo sneered and pointed a finger at King xitu. Suddenly, the evil energy soared into the sky and 

turned into a poisonous Python, wrapping around King xitu's hands. 

"Let this King go!" 

"Hahaha, King xitu, now that your concubines are in my hands, who is the king? you or me?" 

As he spoke, Hu daduo began to do something to the concubines. The concubines were in great pain. 

How could they bear such humiliation in front of their King? they all wanted to commit suicide, but their 

cultivation was too low. It was impossible for them to succeed in doing so. 
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"All of you will become my concubines!" 

Hu daduo released even more venomous pythons, which slithered madly on the bodies of these 

concubines. With the infusion of evil energy, the concubines lost their nature and became all kinds of 

debauchery. 

"You bastard!" 

King xitu was completely enraged. He sacrificed his Yuan Shen and broke through his own limits, 

breaking free from the Python's restraint and charging forward. 

"You're looking for death!" 

Hu daduo's eyes turned cold and filled with killing intent. He waved his sharp claws and another huge 

demonic claw instantly grabbed King xitu. With a "crack", King xitu's head was also cut off. His head was 

in the demonic claw and was collected by Hu daduo. 

"Kill them all, don't leave a single one alive!" 

"Yes!" 

The evil spirit Army attacked crazily, massacring all the officials and generals, causing blood to flow like a 

river! 

In the end, the xitu Kingdom was destroyed. The princes and the Royal Children, as well as the court's 

civil and military officials, were all slaughtered by hudaduo, and their heads were taken to the evil spirit 

abyss. 

This news was quickly received by the people of the yellow spring Battle Manor and they came to the 

netherworld to meet the old ancestor. 

After the Zhan family's elder explained the matter, the old ancestor was furious. 

"This group of animal evil spirits really haven't changed their nature. The Emperor gave them a chance, 

but they didn't hide their brutal nature at all!" 

The great Grandmaster's eyes were bloodshot. If it were not for ye Chen's orders before he left, he 

would have led everyone to fight the evil spirit. 

Seeing that old ancestor yellow spring couldn't hold it in any longer, netherworld old ancestor said,""The 

great sovereign left an order when he entered the void land. He told us to hold the fort and not attack. 

Old ancestor yellow spring, don't be rash." 

"Hmph, you're afraid of that evil spirit?" The old ancestor asked in a Huff. 

"Of course not. As long as the Emperor gives the order, I'll definitely fight the evil spirits to the end!" 

"That's right. I'm one of the commanders here. Mobilize the Army immediately. I'm going to attack the 

evil spirit abyss!" 

"This ..." 



The netherworld ancestor looked at the experts below. They were all eager to give it a try, apparently 

agreeing with old ancestor yellow spring's idea. This made the netherworld ancestor very helpless. 

Seeing that the netherworld ancestor had walked out of the hall, he could only go to find the feather 

Emperor, beast King, and other experts. 

…… 

In the void, ye Chen's group of three entered the central square of the void Spirit realm. It was a chaotic 

place. All the magnificent buildings had collapsed. In various battle pits, piles of white bones were 

exuding a ghastly energy. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Waves of sinister aura appeared on their own, turning into a tornado that attacked everyone. 

Ye chen and the other two released their powers to resist the tornado. 

In this sinister and terrifying wind, shadows appeared one after another. 

"Dark domain fighting soul!" The god of the underworld saw through the identities of these people with 

a single glance. They were the fighting souls of the experts from the dark domain from the Shura world 

who had died in the immemorial war. 

"Giggle!" 

The fighting souls let out ear-piercing screeches. In these screeches, they threw out a wave of energy 

that made people tremble. This energy could disturb people's mind and invade their bodies at the same 

time, causing their blood vessels to be blocked and their energy to freeze! 

"You all actually rushed back!" 

"Hehehe, Holy maiden Xu Ling, die Here!" 

"The void Spirit realm is destroyed, you can't protect the" heavenly secret banner. "" 

…… 

All kinds of voices continued to erode ye Chen's heart, making him feel a trace of anger. These guys 

were not satisfied even after death. In that case, he would destroy both body and spirit! 

"The Thunder God Dharma power!" 

Ye chen waved his Dragon Spear and the majestic Thunder God Dharma appeared behind him. The 

majestic power of Thunder instantly protected the three of them. As the Thunder God's power 

gathered, the surrounding Yin wind gradually stopped approaching. 

"A human?" 

One of the war spirits noticed ye chen. He did not expect a person with such a low cultivation base to 

follow the Holy maiden here and even take the initiative to attack. 

"You're really tired of living. Human trash, you actually dare to appear here!" 



"Hehehe, the void Spirit realm has really been destroyed. They actually sent a human to help!" 

"What nonsense, capture the saintess and obtain the heaven secret Gu, then we can be revived!" 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Ghostly shadows were everywhere. In this gloomy place, the divine arts of the dark domain stirred, 

wanting to capture the Holy maiden. 

"Impudent!" 

Ye chen shouted coldly and waved his Dragon Spear. A Dragon's Shadow rushed out and the yin Qi that 

attacked the Holy maiden exploded. 

The fighting souls were surprised by the power. 

"Hehehe, human heaven Immortals really have such power? It can't be, right?" 

"Hehe, so what? he's just a mere heaven immortal. He must have used all his strength to block our 

attack just now!" 

"This senior will let you die!" 

One of the dark domain fighting spirits wanted to strike first and get rid of ye chen. Under the influence 

of endless chaos Qi, he hid in the chaos Qi and wanted to destroy ye Chen's primordial spirit directly. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Just as the fighting soul arrived in front of ye chen, a strange light flashed between ye Chen's brows. It 

was the light of heavenly Dao. 

The powerful light of the heavenly Dao, which was extremely strong and yang, made the gloomy fighting 

Soul Retreat and lose face. 

"Hehehe, old ghost, you've actually been shattered by a little kid. You've really disgraced the name of 

the dark domain!" 

The other war spirits locked onto ye chen at the same time with a murderous aura! 

Chapter 2348 2353-Hidden Domain Maze Formation! 

Several dark domain fighting souls eyed ye chen covetously, rubbing their fists and wiping their palms. 

"Little brat, do you need me to help you out of this situation?" The god of the underworld asked 

gloatingly. 

"Ha, old man, you'd better rest for a while. Let me handle such a small matter!" 

"Good boy, that's what you call me. Let's see if you're capable enough. Even if you die Here, I won't do 

anything." 

"Rubbish!" 
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The word 'nonsense' reflected ye Chen's confidence and his undefeatable determination. The strength 

of these fighting souls was obviously not comparable to those in the outer regions. The fighting souls of 

the dark domain seemed to be able to merge with the chaotic Qi and produce a new power. This kind of 

fusion was unprecedented. 

However, ye chen had long wanted to experience a deeper level of power in the Asura world. This was 

because with the opening of the void Spirit realm, the situation of the universe's powerhouses fighting 

for hegemony was inevitable. It was precisely because of the existence of the heaven's secrets banner. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Suddenly, the chaotic Qi in front of him surged rapidly and transformed into various forms, constantly 

revolving around ye chen. 

"Hahaha, brat, state your name and die!" 

"Remember the person who killed you, heavenly Emperor ye chen!" 

"Hehehe, die!" 

The three war spirits in front of him transformed rapidly into the forms of a Dragon, a Tiger, and a 

leopard. They rushed toward ye chen in a frenzy. 

Each of the dark domain fighting souls was as tall as a mountain. They were Grand and powerful, and 

they wanted to crush their opponents. 

In the face of such a formation, ye chen did not Dodge or evade, which reflected the temperament of 

the heavenly Emperor! 

"Since you've come to die, I'll grant you your wish!" 

A red light flickered between ye Chen's brows. Suddenly, the earth-shattering empty Valley Blood Orchid 

appeared behind him. Its branches and leaves continued to grow as if they were going to Pierce the sky. 

Inside the blood Orchid, a graceful figure appeared. It was the Snake Queen. 

"Hehehe, become my delicious meal, you pitiful war souls!" 

The voice was a little creepy and a little seductive. Even the fighting soul fell for it and almost lost its 

mind. 

"What's going on? why is this woman's voice so gentle?" 

"Don't mess up your primordial spirit, kill her!" 

"This Blood Orchid is no small matter. I can feel several powerful forces surging within it. We can't fall 

for it!" 

The three of them stopped at the same time, but at this moment, the situation was reversed, and it was 

no longer up to them. On the surrounding earth, a force that could destroy mountains and break stones 

kept erupting. The blood-colored petals were so beautiful, but they had turned into a soul-locking 

prison, and the coldest blood in the world kept oozing out of them. 



"What, What is this?" 

The three war spirits finally panicked. Although they had high cultivation when they were alive, they 

were still in the form of primordial spirits and could not exert their full strength. They could not help but 

be suspicious when they encountered such a strange situation. 

"This is your grave, the final grave of the Pi Xiu!" 

When ye chen said this, the three war spirits were shocked at the same time. They finally understood 

that ye chen was not joking. He really had the strength to kill the three of them. This could be seen from 

the blood Orchid in the secluded valley behind this. 

"This little bastard, I didn't expect him to be so powerful. Let's not make a scene and kill him directly!" 

"Alright!" 

The three of them communicated with each other through divine sense and activated the obscure curse. 

"Momo, Momo, Momo ..." 

Suddenly, the surrounding space was filled with the sound of countless incantations. These sounds 

continued to permeate in all directions. When ye chen heard these sounds, he suddenly felt that his 

mind was in a trance as if he had entered another time and space. 

"Ye chen!" 

When he left the real world, he only heard a call and then disappeared without a trace. 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed. He looked around and found himself in a boundless space of chaos. 

Everything was chaotic and unclear here. He could not even sense the location of the blood Orchid in 

the valley and the snake Empress. This situation was not good. 

"I didn't expect the secret mental technique of the hidden domain to be so powerful!" 

Ye chen was also surprised by the secret technique of the three great fighting spirits. After all, his 

spiritual cultivation was very powerful. Even if an ordinary person was of a higher realm than him, they 

could not affect his spiritual world. However, the three great fighting spirits had managed to do it. 

Moreover, it wasn't easy to leave this spiritual cage. 

The god of the underworld had said that he would not help. He would not help and might even stop the 

Holy maiden from helping. Now, ye chen knew that he could only rely on himself. 

"Eight notes of Heavenly Dragon angrily rebukes Jiuzhou!" 

Ye chen activated the Dragon Qi in his body and combined it with the nine spiritual reserves to 

completely shatter the space in front of him. This method was the most violent and simple! 

"Roar!" 

The Dragon Qi in his body transformed into eight figures and bombarded the entire chaotic space. 

However, the Dragon's shape dissipated and the entire space did not move at all. This made ye chen 

understand that it was the stupidest thing to rely on his spiritual foundation to break out of the cage in 



front of him. This was because the spiritual energy might be absorbed by the three great War spirits and 

it would only fuel their arrogance. This was an act that would benefit others. Ye chen would never do it. 

"Focus and calm down!" 

Ye chen sat cross-legged in the air and focused his mind. He activated his own spiritual Phantom and 

quickly explored the area in all directions, trying to find the flaws in the formation and then break it. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Countless ye Chen's phantoms rushed out but after they were concealed by the chaos Qi, Ye chen found 

that his connection with these phantoms was getting weaker and weaker before they disappeared 

again. 

"Such a formation is truly exquisite. Is it just to trap me?" 

Just as ye chen was deep in thought, suddenly, the entire space seemed to have heard ye Chen's 

mumbling and began to attack. 

It could be seen that in this space, ye Chen's mental activities were even under its control to a certain 

extent. 

"Interesting!" 

Ye chen finally felt the fun in this maze. He sealed off his own spiritual energy and isolated himself from 

the outside world. In this way, although he had lost the possibility of finding the exit, the entire space 

would not "know" no matter how she thought. 

Floating in the air, ye chen had to find a way to isolate himself from all external disturbances. 

"Giggle!" 

At this time, all kinds of laughter came from the chaotic space. They seemed to be laughing at ye Chen's 

incompetence and inferiority. They kept approaching ye chen and gusts of mental wind cut at him like 

sharp blades. 

"What?" 

Ye chen suddenly opened his eyes. The sharp wind blades were still in front of him. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The wind cut at ye Chen's body and he felt extreme pain. However, his expression did not change. Since 

he wanted to fight, he would fight to his heart's content. 

"I welcome all of you who wish to reincarnate!" 

Ye Chen's lips curled into a cold smile. Then, his divine consciousness transformed into the form of the 

immortal slaying Flying Dagger and was instantly released. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 



The edge of the blade was extremely sharp. It cut through countless spiritual gales and charged straight 

at the mastermind hiding in the chaos. 

Chapter 2349 Fusing With The Blood Orchid And The Savage Snake Empress! 

"What?" 

In the chaos, a figure flashed. He did not expect ye chen to find him. Perhaps ye chen did not need to 

know his exact location at all. He just needed to launch a comprehensive attack. 

"Good boy, I'll let you die Here!" 

The fighting soul was furious. It created a powerful spiritual storm, causing the entire chaotic space to 

fall into a catastrophe. 

"Dark storm, mind cutter!" 

The dark domain Battle Spirit chanted the spell and immediately directed all the spiritual storm to attack 

ye Chen's main body. Faced with the attack from all directions, the ancient God Power in ye Chen's body 

automatically erupted to protect its master. 

"Hahaha, it's useless, you puny celestial immortal. In my storm, all your power is useless. You can only 

die!" 

"Is that so?" 

Ye Chen's entire body was shrouded in ancient God light. It was the three-star ancient God's Kasaya 

Eight Trigrams reversal! 

"Reverse the universe!" 

When he activated his three-star ancient God Power, the entire world turned upside down and all the 

laws began to reverse. Then, not only did the entire psyche storm not attack ye chen, but it also became 

ye Chen's strongest counterattack weapon. 

"What, what is this!" 

The fighting spirit hiding in the dark was completely dumbfounded. It panicked and lost all its 

composure. It no longer had the attitude of an immemorial master. After all, it was not a powerful 

existence like the dark domain fighting spirit. If it was not strong enough, it was just average. It was only 

because its mental control was stronger that it was sent to trap and kill ye Chen's primordial spirit. 

However, at this moment, his most powerful trump card was actually starting to backfire on him. He 

could never have imagined such a situation. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Ye chen stepped on the spiritual storm and rushed toward the depths of the chaos. Such power put the 

fighting soul in a desperate situation. 

"Still not coming out to die?" 

"Don't even think about it!" 
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The war spirit was playing hide-and-seek with ye chen. It wanted to avoid ye Chen's spiritual storm and 

wait for the spiritual storm to end before it retaliated. 

Little did he know that ye chen was not only using this mental storm, but also strengthening it. 

"Heavenly origin heart technique!" 

During the difficult situation earlier, ye Chen's mind had once again entered the Tianyuan space and 

obtained a stronger mental cultivation method. Now, ye chen could easily control the mental storm 

before him. Above the heaven realm, the celestial Emperor, revered Wei, countless universes, and 

countless secret techniques had been obtained by the celestial Emperor. They were all hidden in the 

Tianyuan space and only ye chen could activate them! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The storm was getting stronger and stronger. The entire space couldn't withstand the turbulence and 

began to collapse. 

"No, that's impossible!" 

The fighting soul cried and wanted to escape, but what was the use? 

"Strangle!" 

Ye chen activated the heavenly Emperor's command. The mental storm turned into a devouring Dragon 

and instantly covered the dark domain fighting soul. 

"Roar!" 

The Dragon opened its huge mouth. In the blink of an eye, the fighting soul was submerged in the 

spiritual storm. Then, the whole space shook rapidly and exploded with a loud bang. The spiritual prison 

was broken! 

At this time, in the outside world, the Snake Queen was struggling against the other fighting souls and 

was at a disadvantage. After all, without ye chen controlling the overall situation, the Snake Queen could 

not mobilize the full power of the blood Orchid. 

"Master!" 

"Don't panic. This is your strongest moment!" 

Ye chen flew up to the sky above the blood Orchid and slammed his palm on the Snake Queen's Head. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Then, she injected her powerful mental strength into it, giving her the power to control the entire Blood 

Orchid. At the same time, the blood Python within the blood Orchid also awakened. 

"Roar!" 

The blood Python roared wildly, but it had already become a part of the Snake Queen. 

"Ah!" 



With a shrill cry, the Snake Queen absorbed all the blood Python's power, turning the entire Blood 

Orchid into the Snake queen's nest. 

"Hehehe, come on!" 

Her graceful figure had changed greatly in appearance. She had become like the Queen of snakes, the 

Lord of seduction in the world. After receiving ye Chen's spiritual infusion, the Snake Queen had been 

reborn. 

"Roar!" 

Then, countless Blood Pythons appeared on the ground, turning the world upside down. 

"How is that possible? that idiot failed!" 

"It seems so. I didn't expect that this guy could kill ghost three in the mental maze!" 

"You bastard!" 

The strongest of the fighting souls, Marquis Kongtong, finally couldn't take it anymore. 

"Get lost!" 

"Yes!" 

All the fighting souls knew that hou Zun was about to use his ultimate move. They all moved aside and 

didn't dare to get close, because they knew that once they were touched by the fluctuations of hou 

Zun's ultimate move, they would definitely die. 

"You evil creature, die!" 

"Hehehe, ugly thing, you've really angered this Queen. Then disappear!" 

The Snake Queen touched her lips with her sharp blood-red Claws. Her charm was more than a hundred 

times better than before. She activated the power of the blood Orchid, and the blood Python suddenly 

rushed toward hou Zun. 

"Damn it!" 

"Go!" Hou Zun shouted and flew up to the sky. The chaos Qi took shape. 

"The boundless dark domain's misty YinYang path!" 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The entire space trembled rapidly, and two paths of yin and yang appeared. On the two paths, dark 

energy surged, boundless and formless, and rushed out unstoppably. 

"Hehehe, sure!" 

Seeing this scene, the Snake Queen was not afraid at all. She placed both her hands on the blood Orchid. 

Suddenly, a stream of blood flowed directly into the blood Orchid, and endless power was instilled into 

it. The Snake Queen's body became incomparably large, and the eight-headed Blood Python behind her 

revealed itself. 



"Roar!" 

An intense roar shook the heavens and earth as the Snake Queen activated her ultimate move. 

"Eight heads, come out together and devour the heavens and destroy the earth!" 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The eight-headed giant python crushed them all. It actually directly devoured the Yin Yang path, not 

caring about the destructive power of the dark energy on its body. 

After the Python was destroyed, the blood Orchid's power was reborn and it rushed out again. In this 

repetition, the Yin Yang road's strength was greatly reduced. 

"This, this!" 

Hou Zun was shocked. He did not expect the power of the blood Orchid to be so amazing that it could 

make the blood Python resurrect infinitely. 

"Hehehe, die!" 

The Snake Queen's expression changed, and the blood Orchid formation quickly extended. Hou Zun, 

who was wrapped in the blood Orchid, actually felt that his strength had been reduced by 70%. 

In this way, the power of the two sides was completely reversed! 

"Let's have a good meal! Hehehehe!" 

While the Snake Queen laughed evilly, the eight-headed Python started to devour hou Zun's yuan Shen. 

"Ah!" 

A painful sound reverberated. Hou Zun, an ancient warrior, had become the Python's food. 

"This, this!" 

The remaining fighting souls of the Dark Zone retreated one after another. Their primordial spirits 

flickered and they were frightened. 

"Ha, before this Emperor, you ants also dared to offend your superiors!" 

"Yes, yes, we failed to recognize Mount Tai. Please forgive us, heavenly Emperor!" 

"Ha, since you've committed an offense against your superior, you should be prepared for death, Blood 

Python!" 

Ye Chen's consciousness moved. The eight-headed Blood Python rose again and devoured the fighting 

soul in front of him madly! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

All kinds of mental energy were absorbed by the Snake Queen, forming the most beautiful scales, and its 

power continued to increase. 

Chapter 2350 The Mystery Of Xu Ling Mountain! 
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Many of the fighting souls saw their comrades being torn apart by the blood Pythons. They were 

shocked and wanted to escape. 

However, the blood Orchid needed this kind of fighting soul power to supplement its spiritual deficiency. 

Who could leave? 

"Kill him!" 

The Snake Queen issued an order, and the eight-headed Blood Python charged forward madly. The 

entire space had become the blood Python's territory, and no one could escape from this place. The 

pain of the spiritual tearing quickly dissipated in an instant. In the end, these fighting souls all became 

the blood Orchid's spiritual power nourishment. 

Just by relying on the blood Orchid and the Snake Queen's power, they had completely wiped out the 

dark domain battle souls. Ye Chen's Dominator ability had rapidly improved, shocking even the god of 

the underworld. 

At first, he had thought that ye chen would have to fight a tough battle to win. Now, it seemed that this 

was not even a decent test for ye chen. 

"Let's go!" 

Ye chen walked forward while the blood Orchid and the snake Empress returned to the ancient God 

Space. 

The news of the assassination of the fighting soul of the Dark Zone quickly spread to the ears of the 

people of the Dark Zone. 

"The fighting souls in the chaotic battlefield have been destroyed. I can't sense their aura anymore!" 

"That's right. There's actually someone who can easily destroy so many fighting souls, including powerful 

fighting souls that can control the spiritual world. This person is extraordinary!" 

"Immediately find out who destroyed the dark domain war spirit!" 

"Yes!" 

The experts of the hidden domain hid themselves in the chaotic Qi and quickly investigated the chaotic 

battlefield. 

The leader of the Dark Zone's experts looked at a space-time dark hole, which was a large passage 

between the Dark Zone and the virtual spirit world. They had descended from this passage, but it was 

still very unstable at the moment. They could only pass through it by using a crossing treasure, and not 

too many people could pass through it, or the dark hole would collapse. 

Therefore, they could be the Vanguard team this time. Their mission was to join forces with the 

immortal soul battle souls of the experts who died in the ancient war and find the ultimate sacred item, 

the Suan NI's "heaven's secrets banner". 

"Great master of the Dark Zone, hear my voice, hear my prayers. Your people are waiting for you to 

bring the Dark Zone's Army here. Let this chaotic world experience the terror of the Dark Zone!" 



"Momo, Momo, Momo ..." 

The leader of the hidden territory kept chanting the incantation and the stream of energy in the dark 

hole. 

Every energy exchange could bring orders or boost their own power. This was the source of power for 

these Vanguard teams. 

The surrounding people of the Dark Zone knelt down one after another, accepting the reward from the 

master of the Dark Zone. 

…… 

After passing through the battle pit area of the dark domain Battle Spirits, ye Chen's group of three 

finally arrived at the hinterland of the void Spirit realm. 

Here, all kinds of buildings in the void Spirit realm had become incomparably tall. Even the dilapidated 

walls gave off a Grand aura of the immemorial era, containing an unknown power. This was the mystery 

of the void Spirit realm. This was the most mysterious and core domain of the entire chaotic universe. 

"Saint lady, are you still not going to tell us where Yuhan might have gone?" 

Ye chen asked. 

The saintess flicked her finger, and the dharmic seal of one of her younger sisters automatically 

appeared, floating in the sky. 

Then, these seals emitted a strange light. Under this strange light, footsteps actually appeared. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen looked at the footprints. According to their shape and size, they were very similar to su Yuhan's 

shoe size. His heart was instantly filled with excitement. It seemed like Yuhan had really made it here. To 

be able to reach such a dangerous place safely with her own strength, it was clear that her strength was 

no longer the same as before. 

"This direction!" 

The Holy maiden pointed out a direction. Ye chen looked over and saw that in the distant land of chaos, 

there was a rugged and winding terrain like a road. He could feel the existence of ethereal force on this 

terrain. Although he was not familiar with ethereal force, this force was very pure and was definitely not 

inferior to the Holy maiden 's. 

Ye chen stepped forward and walked on the path of the void Spirit. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Not far away from them, the Earth's mantle began to move, and countless folds on the ground began to 

move. The dark Demon power, which was the Dark Zone's most proficient use, was buried inside. 

These powers formed various small monsters that could track all the information of the target. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 



The small dark demons let out strange shrieks. These shrieks weren't ordinary shrieks, but a message. 

This message was transmitted through countless small dark demons and finally returned to the leader of 

the Dark Zone. This was a unique method of the Dark Zone, which could create the strongest 

Information Network. 

"Ha, how can we find Xu Ling mountain if we search blindly?" The god of the underworld said. 

"The void Spirit Mountain is the Holy Land of the void Spirit tribe and even the entire chaotic universe. 

Even I, the Holy maiden, have to meet various conditions to see it. Ye chen is so anxious, so I can only 

give him a direction." The Holy maiden said. 

The god of the underworld nodded slightly and looked ahead. Ye chen was in a ball of chaos. 

Following the Holy maiden's guidance, ye chen searched for su Yuhan's footsteps. However, he soon 

discovered something strange. The footsteps and the hollow Spirit's energy were weakening. What was 

going on? could su Yuhan have encountered some danger? 

Ye chen understood the principle that if one wanted to find something in any environment, one must 

first achieve some kind of integration with the environment. Otherwise, one would always be 

surrounded by the environment and would never be able to escape. 

"If those fighting souls can cultivate the Qi of chaos, can't I?" 

The most primitive force that the ancient gods used to create their world was the Qi of chaos. This was 

where ye Chen's confidence came from. 

After all the hard work and cultivation, he had become a four-star ancient God. 

At this level, although he did not possess the complete power of creation, he could feel that the ancient 

God Power was different from before. A new element had appeared in it and this was the source of ye 

Chen's comprehension and integration with the chaos Qi. 

"Even if I'm not a Void Spirit tribe cultivator, I still have to fuse with this aura. Only then can I find 

Yuhan's tracks in this chaotic environment!" 

Determined on this one point, ye chen began to actively absorb the surrounding shield-changing 

equipment. At first, it was extremely painful. After all, the energy in this environment was completely 

different from the outside world. Although ye chen cultivated various methods, this was his first time 

coming into contact with the chaos method. 

He once again opened the Tianyuan space. This ancient cultivation method required him to search for 

the memories of the celestial Emperor's primordial spirit. 

In the boundless void of the starry sky, ye chen searched for memory fragments in the Tianyuan space. 

"Celestial Emperor primordial spirit, give me a hint." 

Ye chen released a large amount of mentality and constantly attacked the entire spatial law. This was 

the most basic way to open a memory fragment. 

Boom, boom, boom! 



With the continuous impact of his soul power, ye Chen's own mind was also greatly shaken. This kind of 

mental pain was extremely dangerous and unbearable! 

 


